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Across the aviation industry, loss of control in flight remains the number one

cause for fatal accidents, with only 30% of those accidents being the result of a system or
component malfunction (Belcastro & Foster, 2010). Most loss of control mishaps result
from pilots making the incorrect inputs on the controls — if inputs are even made on the
controls. This research will investigate the initial inputs of pilots in upset situations.
Two groups of 18 participants each were selected based on if they have had upset
recovery training or not. This research was a quasi-experimental research design. The
independent variable within the study will be Upset Recovery Experience, with 2 levels:
participants who have taken an upset recovery training class and participants who have
not taken an upset recovery training class. The dependent variables will be: Altitude
Loss, Reaction Times, G-Loading, Time to Recover and Initial Control Input. It was
found that the Altitude Loss of pilots that had received upset recovery training was
significantly lower than pilots who had not have upset recovery training; the Initial
Reaction Time of pilots that had received upset recovery training was significantly lower
than pilots who have not had upset recovery training; and that pilots who had upset
recovery training reacted correctly (pushed or rolled) whereas pilot without upset
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recovery training reacted incorrectly (pulled). No differences were found in the
Maximum G-Load and the Time to Recovery from the aircraft inverted scenario. Based
on these findings, the researcher recommends to the FAA to consider incorporating upset
recover training into pilot training, certification and flight reviews.
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Chapter I
Introduction
A number of fatal accidents attributed to human error result from inadvertent upset
situations (Belcastro & Foster, 2010). Although the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
requires recovery training from unusual attitudes as a part of pilot certification, it is limited in
scope. The FAA’s requirements for pilot certification does not account for aircraft upsets
including situations that involve aircraft attitudes outside of the descending VNE, and climbing
stall condition.
This study focused on discovering the initial reaction as well as the recovery techniques
of pilots when in an inadvertent upset situation based on if the pilot has received upset recovery
training or not. It would seem that a lot of fatal accidents are caused by improper recovery
techniques. The intention of the study was to find out if upset recovery training can help to
reduce fatal accidents by teaching proper recovery techniques. The researcher used a Frasca
Level 6 Flight Training Device (FTD), which simulated flying conditions; the researcher
assigned a scenario to the participant, and then extracted the data from the FTD to be analyzed.
For the purpose of this research, an upset situation is any airplane attitude in which the bank
exceeds 45 degrees and pitch is in excess of 30 degrees up and 20 degrees down. Upset recovery
for the purpose of this study is defined as the techniques used to recover from any aircraft upset
situation.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is to see if there are ways to reduce accidents attributed to
human error in upset situations. This study would benefit the FAA as well as the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) by making recommendations for the NTSB for the FAA.
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The recommendations will be intended to provide input to the FAA about incorporating upset
recovery training within flight certification training and recurrent training that could reduce the
number of fatal accident caused by aircraft upsets. This study will add to the body of existing
research by adding findings on the initial physical reactions and reactions times in inadvertent
upset situation.
Statement of the Problem
Commercial aviation today is considered one of the safest methods of transportation
(Stolzer & Halford, 2004). However, loss of control in flight (LOC-I) still remains the number
one cause of fatal accidents in the aviation industry across the world. Less than 31% of LOC-I
accidents are a result of system or equipment malfunction (Belcastro & Foster, 2010). This
means that the remaining 69% of LOC-I accidents may be due to, but not limited to, the pilot’s
reaction to inadvertent upset situations. Too many lives are being lost in such fatal accidents and
this problem must be addressed. Identifying if upset recovery training experience has an effect
on pilot reactions and recovery technique can possibly lead to the development of courses to
prevent accidents of this nature reducing the number of LOC-I accidents.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study is to evaluate if upset recovery training has a positive impact on
reducing accidents by using a simulator, differences in the reaction time, altitude loss, g-loading,
time to recover and initial physical input on the controls, when recovering from upset situations
based on if the pilot has received upset recovery training or not.
Hypotheses
The following null hypotheses were tested.
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H1: There is no difference in the physical initial reaction time of pilots based on having upset
recovery training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset
situations.
H2: There is no difference in the maximum g-load pulled based on having upset recovery
training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset situations.
H3: There is no difference in the altitude loss based on having upset recovery training or not
having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset situations
H4: There is no difference in the recovery time from the aircraft upset based on having upset
recovery training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset
situations.
H5: There is no difference in the initial physical reaction of pilots based on having upset
recovery training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset
situations.
Delimitations
For the purposes of this study, the only pilots that are eligible to participate in this study
are pilots holding a commercial pilot or higher, and or having in excess of 250 flight hours, and
having at least 10 hours flown within the past 30 days. The reason for this delimitation is that a
private pilot with under 250 hours is relatively inexperienced and may not be able to fly an
airplane competently without putting a lot of effort into it. Therefore, if a private pilot with under
250 hours is placed into an upset situation their reactions may be unfit to represent the general
population of pilots due to low experience. To prevent the data from being inaccurate based on
lack of aeronautical experience, and in an effort to better generalize the effect of upset recovery
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on the population of pilots, private pilots whom had under 250 hours were not allowed to
participate in this study.
Limitations and Assumptions
Due to the nature of this study, multiple limitations exist. Participants that were used in
this study were active pilots at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU). The usage of
only ERAU participants was due to the researcher not having the ability to recruit pilots outside
of ERAU to fly the institution’s FTDs.
Due to the risks associated with putting participants into an actual airplane for upset
situations, a FTD was utilized. The Frasca 172 FTD performance in upset situations is not
guaranteed to replicate the actual performance of the Cessna 172 (C-172) aircraft. Therefore, the
data obtained may not necessarily match the same data one would get if this experiment was
carried out in the C-172; however, the data collected does not need to replicate the actual
airplanes performance the data only needs to be reliable and using the same FTD device will
provide reliable data.
List of Acronyms
AFSC

Advanced flight simulation center

DAB

Daytona Beach international airport

ERAU

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

FTD

Flight training device

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

GPS

Global positioning system

IMC

Instrument meteorological conditions

LOC-I

Loss of control in flight
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MLB

Melbourne international airport

NSTB

National Transportation Safety Board
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Chapter II
Review of the Relevant Literature
Whenever pilots get into any sort of adverse situation when flying, they will make a
decision (hopefully) on what to do given the conditions experienced. In the aviation industry this
is called aviation decision making.
Aviation decision making (ADM), which is defined by the FAA as “a systematic approach
to the mental process used by pilots to consistently determine the best course of action in
response to a given set of circumstances. It is what a pilot intends to do based on the latest
information he or she has in any given situation” (Federal Aviation Administration, 2008, p.
386). ADM is a concept that can be taught to pilots at the rote and maybe the understanding
level. However, pilots may not know how to effectively apply the rote knowledge to a given set
of circumstances until they are exposed to these unusual scenarios, such as upset situations.
The Commercial Aviation Safety Team and the Joint Safety Analysis Team defines loss of
control as “unintended departure of the aircraft from controlled flight, the operational flight
envelope, or unusual flight attitudes, including ground events” (Commercial Aviation Safety
Team, 2000, p. 12). Research about upset recovery training that aids in the prevention of loss of
control has been carried out in respect to integrating upset recovery training courses in collegiate
flight training programs (Rogers, 2003). Research concerning fatal accidents caused by pilot
error in upset situations and requirements for mandatory upset recovery training was also
conducted (Dillman, & Stanley, 2003); however no research was found to cover the initial
reaction of pilots when inadvertently placed in upset situations based on if the pilot had received
upset recovery training or not. LOC-I due to flight crew errors may be due to manual
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handling/flight controls, which could account for 29% of these accidents (International Air
Transportation Association, 2015).
Visual Flight Conditions into Instrument Meteorological Conditions
Research has shown that there is a significant relationship between non-rated instrument
pilots flying into instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) and fatal accidents (Ison, 2014).
Wiegmann and Goh (2002) claim that pilots on cross county flights become disoriented and fly
into IMC. Accidents of this nature may typically occur as a result of LOC-I from lack of proper
upset recovery techniques resulting in controlled flight into terrain. The FAA mandates recovery
from unusual attitudes training for private pilots under simulated conditions. However, these
conditions, per the FAA practical test standards, only require applicants to be evaluated in a
climbing stall attitude and a descending never exceed pitch attitude. Therefore, this standard does
not account for operations outside of that flight envelope (Federal Aviation Administration,
2002). If upset recovery training is taught, it should improve pilot performance when
inadvertently in upset situations to cover attitudes beyond the FAA’s two requirements which are
the stalling and the descending never exceed speed condition. In this case, the pilot will most
likely choose the correct initial reactions to recover based on his/her training on upset recovery,
reducing the number of fatalities.

Highly Perishable Skill
To prevent the skillset of upset recovery techniques from being perished, the FAA should
incorporate upset recovery training into biannual flight reviews. Research carried out about the
practice of upset recovery techniques explained that although upset recovery training is very
useful and initially effective, over time, the skill set becomes highly perishable (Kochan, Breiter,
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& Hilscher, 2005). Highly perishable means that if not practiced upset recovery skills can be lost,
or forgotten. Even though upset recovery training has been shown to improve pilot performance
in upset situations, if this skill is not practiced it will not benefit the pilots (Kochan et al., 2005).
Mental Practice and Performance
If a pilot receives upset recovery training in the form of oral, flight, or simulator training,
it should help the pilot to work through a thought process and continue to process each upset
situation by mentally practicing them. Mental practice of upset recovery has had a significant
positive effect on performance (Driskell, Cooper, & Moran, 1994). If upset recovery training is
introduced to pilots, it will allow them to work through a mental process that will yield favorable
initial reactions. Favorable initial reactions are actions that will result in the fastest and safest
recovery from the upset situation.
Simulator Based Training on Upset Recovery
Rogers, Boquet, Howell, & DeJohn, (2010), compared two groups of pilots in upset
situations. One group of pilots was given low cost training via flight simulator software and
another group was given no training. The participants were then placed into real aerobatic planes
and were asked to recover. It was suggested that simulator-based training combined with
classroom instruction improves a pilot’s ability to recover an airplane from an upset (Rogers et
al., 2010). It would seem that pilots with upset recovery training will demonstrate improved
performance, making the correct reactions in upset situations and pilots without upset recovery
training will demonstrate reduced performance in upset situations. Even though prior research
states that having upset recovery training should have an effect on the pilot’s ability to recover
from an upset, no research has been undertaken that speaks to the initial reaction of pilot in upset
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situations (Rogers et al.,2010). In upset situations, the initial reaction will often determine the
outcome.
Loss of Control and Commercial Jets
As mentioned earlier, loss of control in flight remains the number one cause for fatal
accidents in aviation. According to Boeing, LOC-I accounted for 17 out of the 72 fatal
commercial jet aviation accidents worldwide between the years of 2005 and 2014. Yielding a
total of 1,706 fatalities including external fatalities as shown in Figure 1 (Boeing Commercial
Airplanes Group, 2014)
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Figure 1.

Figure 1. Displaying fatalities by CICTT Aviation Occurrence Categories between the years of
2005-2014. Adapted from Boeing Commercial Airplanes Group (2014). Statistical summary of
commercial jet airplane accidents: Worldwide operations 1959 – 2014. Seattle WA: Airplane
Safety.
Boeing’s data, however, only accounts for commercial jet aviation and does not include
corporate and general aviation, where most of the fatalities occur in aviation. Commercial
airliners typically provide their pilots with upset recovery training within the US. However, this
may not be the case in foreign countries.
Practice Effects on Reaction Time
Ando, Kida, and Oda (2002), state that there is a decrease in reaction time with practice. The
findings support the theory that having upset recovery training will lead to a reduced reaction
time. The research conducted by Ando et al., 2002, investigated the reaction time for the
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participant to press a key based on a visual stimulus whereas this study on upset recovery
reaction times investigates the reaction time to initiate a recovery to the aircraft upset.
Inverted Recoveries
Altitude loss in inverted recoveries can be minimized by using proper recovery techniques.
These techniques are different, depending on the attitude of the airplane at the time recovery is
initially executed Recoveries from inverted flight should be accomplished first by adding
forward pressure on the controls to raise the nose towards the horizon after which the airplane
should be rolled towards the nearest horizon (Crawford, 2009). Executing the recovery as
recommended should result in the lowest altitude loss,
Summary
The literature relevant to this study has illustrated that many research studies have been
conducted on upset recovery. In past studies it was found that receiving upset recovery training
improved pilot performance; however, studies concerning the initial reaction of pilots in
inadvertent upset situations was scarce. Many loss of control accidents as a result of improper
upset recovery techniques were observed in IMC flight. However, FAA’s certification standards
do not require applicants to be evaluated on recovering from upset situations outside of the
normal flight envelope. Because of the perishability of skills theory, if upset recovery techniques
are not practiced, then the skillset may decay. Upset recovery techniques, if practiced, not only
keep the skillset intact but also gives the pilot the opportunity to work through a thought process
by mentally practicing these techniques, which will improve reaction times as well as the quality
of the reaction. To better evaluate the initial physical reactions of pilots in this study the
guidelines from Crawford, (2009) will be used. The recovery procedure for inverted flight as
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stated by Crawford is to push and then roll the airplane towards the closest horizon (Crawford,
2009).
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Chapter III
Methodology
Research Approach
The research approach was quasi-experimental and had quantitative data. The
independent variable in the study was Experience, and the levels of this independent viable are
Upset Recovery Experience and No Upset Recovery experience. The dependent variables were
altitude loss, reaction times, g-loading, initial reactions, and time to recover.
Design and procedures. The researcher recruited participants and placed them through
the Inverted In-Trail Scenario. A total of 36 participants were selected. Each participant in the
upset recovery experience group was assigned an odd participant ID number each participant in
the no upset recovery experience group was assigned an even participant ID number. This
research design was a one way quasi-experimental design.

Table 1
Experimental Design
Scenario

Experience Level
Upset Recovery
No Upset Recovery
1
Participant ID#3 (d,e,f,g,h) Participant ID#2 (d,e,f,g,h)
Note. d = altitude loss, e = g-load, f = reaction time, g= initial reaction, h= time to recover

Apparatus and materials. For this experiment, the Frasca Level 6 C172 FTD was used
to simulate flying conditions and upset situations. Using the F172 FTD enhanced the mundane
and experimental realism of the experiment. The FTD device is capable of recording multiple
flight parameters, which the researcher retrieved after the experiment was completed. Each
participant’s reaction time to the upset situation was extracted from the F172 output file and
13

exported to an Excel file in a comma separated value format. Each participant was evaluated
based on the scenario listed below. This scenario was programmed by the researcher before the
participants arrived. The total duration of the entire experiment was approximately 10 minutes.
The scenario is explained below.
Scenario. The participant was briefed that they are on an instrument flight plan flying
director to the Melbourne International airport. The scenario is currently at paused 6,000 feet,
once the participant is situated in the cockpit they were instructed to give the researcher the go
ahead to un-pause the simulator. The FTD was then be un-paused and the recorder was started.
After flying straight and level on a direct course to the Melbourne International Airport, the
researcher announced “riddle 877 use caution there is an Airbus A380 flying overhead same
direction at 7000 feet.” After 30 seconds following the initial ATC contact the researcher
announced “riddle 877 I have lost radar contact with you, squawk 1002 IDENT.” Immediately
after the participant pressed the IDENT button the aircraft was placed in an inverted attitude
simulating getting caught into the A380’s wake.
The data analyzed started from where the plane was flipped inverted and the analysis
stopped when the pilot has recovered. Recovered, for the purpose of this study is when the
aircraft is established in a positive climb and then bank is within + 5 degrees of straight (no
bank) flight.
Sample
There were several methods used to recruit participants for this study. The first method
was recruiting participants verbally on the ERAU campus. The second method of recruiting
participants was accomplished by sending a message through the ETA Flight Training Software
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to all active pilots at ERAU. For the propose of this study, an active pilot was any pilot who has
flown more than 10 hours in the past 30 days.
Participant selection was based on the following process. The first thing the researcher
did was to determine if the participant held a commercial pilot certificate or higher or more than
250 flight hours. If the participant did not possess a commercial pilot certificate or higher or
more than 250 flight hours, he or she was not permitted to participate in the study. The second
thing the researcher did was to determine if the participant has received upset recovery training
or not, which determined what level of the independent variable the participant was placed in.
Upset recovery training for the purpose of this study was any participant that has completed
FA215 at ERAU, or who has over 20 hours of upset recovery training in an aerobatic airplane.
The two levels of the independent variable are: (a) upset recovery experience, and (b) no upset
recovery experience. A total of 36 participants were selected.
Data Collection Device
The data collected came from the Frasca 172 simulator data recorder. The variables
extracted from the Frasca 172 simulator for analysis were Altitude, G-Load, Time, Bank Angle
and Vertical Speed. The researcher visually observed the participants and recorded their initial
physical reaction on the controls when placed into the upset situation. The initial reaction time
was calculated by finding the difference between the time the aircraft was flipped inverted and
the time the researcher flagged the reaction on the controls, these time stamps were flagged in
the data output file. The reason the researcher had to make this observation was due to the lack
of the FTDs ability to capture control inputs.
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Treatment of the Data
Five independent samples t-test were run. The first t-test was run to determine weather or
not there was a significant difference in Altitude Loss. The second t-test was run to determine if
there was a significant difference in Reaction Time. The third t-test was run to determine if there
was a significant difference in maximum G-Load. The fourth t-test was run to determine if there
was a significant difference in the Time to Recovery from the upset situation. The fifth t-test was
run to determine weather or not there was a significant difference in Altitude Loss based on if the
pilot pulled or rolled/pushed initially during the recovery.
A chi square test of independence was done to compare the difference in reactions based
on whether or not the pilot had received upset recovery training.
The altitude loss was determined from the simulators output file. This was accomplished
by finding the difference between the altitude that the airplane rolled inverted (identified by the
drastic change in bank angle from level flight to approximately -177 degrees) and the altitude
that the participant achieved a positive rate of climb with a bank angle of +5 degrees of straight
(wings level). This was all determined by analyzing the output files.
The vertical g-force for the entire scenario flown was recorded by the simulator and
recorded in the simulators output file. The researcher used an excel formula (=max(cell range))
to determine the maximum g- load. The greatest g-load recorded in this experiment was 3.67 G.
The physical initial reaction was determined by the researcher’s observations of the
participants. Once the participant pressed the IDENT button and the airplane was rolled inverted
the researcher observed the participant’s initial control input and recorded it. The researcher also
flagged the time at which they reacted in the output file to determine the reaction time by making
a bookmark (clicking the bookmark icon). This was done by finding the difference in the time
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stamps between when the airplane was rolled inverted (identified by drastic change in bank angle
from level flight to approximately -177 degrees) and when the bookmark was observed in the
output file.
The recovery time was determined from the simulators output file. This was
accomplished by finding the difference between the time stamp from when the airplane rolled
inverted (identified by the drastic change in bank angle from level flight to approximately -177
degrees) and the time stamp when the participant achieved a positive rate of climb with a bank
angle of +5 degrees of straight (wings level). This was all determined by analyzing the output
files.
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Chapter IV
Results
The following results were based on the data obtained from the Frasca 172 Simulator
output file and the researcher’s observations. The descriptive statistics of the variables analyzed
are presented below. In addition to the descriptive statistics, the analysis for each individual
hypothesis will be presented in this section.
Descriptive Statistics.
The dependent variables for the study were Altitude Loss, Maximum G-Load, Reaction
Time, and Time to Recover. Table below 2 shows the descriptive statistics for the pilots who
had upset recovery training and pilot who did not have upset recovery training.

Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for pilots who had upset recovery training and pilots who did not have
upset recovery training.
Variables
Altitude Loss
(Feet)
Maximum G-Load
(G’s)
Reaction Time
(Seconds)
Time to Recover
(Seconds)

Group
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience

N
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Minimum
726
1044
1.57
1.72
0.8
0.7
5.4
9.2
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Maximum
3032.03
3986.04
3.67
3.5
2.2
3.2
24.4
30

Mean
1674.07
2365.41
2.68
2.72
1.41
1.83
12.97
15.52

Standard Deviation
747.99
779.79
0.619
0.47
0.35
0.74
4.83
4.72

Altitude loss.
The first null hypothesis was there is no difference in the altitude loss based on having
upset recovery training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently placed in upset
situations. An independent samples t-test was run for this hypothesis. All four assumptions
normality, random sampling, independence and equal variances were met. The independent
samples t- test showed that the altitude loss for pilots that had received upset recovery training
was significantly lower than pilots who did not receive upset recovery training, t(34) = -2.678, p
= .011 (see Figure 2); therefore, this null hypothesis was rejected.

Figure 2.

Altitude Loss Based on Experience
2500
Altitude (ft)

2000
1500
1000
500
0

Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Experience Level

Figure 2. Showing the mean altitude loss during recovery from the aircraft upset for pilots whom
had upset recovery training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.
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Reaction time.
The second null hypothesis was there is no difference in the physical initial reaction times
of pilots based on having upset recovery training or not having upset recovery training when
inadvertently placed in upset situations. An independent samples t-test was run for this
hypothesis using the data from the FTD flight data recorder. All the four assumptions normality,
random sampling, independence and equal variances were checked; however there was a
violation in the homogeneity of variances Levene’s statistic p < .05 and the degrees of freedom
was adjusted. The independent samples t-test showed that the initial physical reaction time for
pilots that had received upset recovery training was significantly faster than pilots who did not
receive upset recovery training t(24.318) = -2.180, p = .039 (see Figure 3). Therefore, the null
hypothesis was rejected.

Figure 3.

Reaction Time (seconds)

Reaction Time Based on Experience
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Upset Expereince
No Upset Expereince
Experience Level

Figure 3. Showing the mean initial physical reaction times for pilots who had upset recovery
training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.
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Vertical g-force.
The third null hypothesis was there is no difference in the maximum g-load of pilots
based on having upset recovery training or not having upset recovery training when inadvertently
placed in upset situations. An independent samples t-test was run for this hypothesis using the
data from the FTD flight data recorder. All the four assumptions normality, random sampling,
independence and equal variances were met. The independent samples t-test showed that the
maximum g-load for pilots that had received upset recovery training was not significantly
different from pilots who did not receive upset recovery training, t(34) = -2.40, p = .812.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was retained.
Time to recover.
The fourth null hypothesis was there is no difference in the recovery time from the
aircraft upset based on having upset recovery training or not having upset recovery training when
inadvertently placed in upset situations. An independent samples t- test was ran for this
hypothesis using the data from the FTD flight data recorder. All the four assumptions normality,
random sampling, independence and equal variances, were met. The independent samples t-test
showed that the time to recover from the aircraft upset for pilots that had received upset recovery
training was not significantly different from pilots who did not receive upset recovery training,
t(34) = -1.600, p = .119. Therefore the null hypothesis was retained.
Altitude Loss Based on Initial Reaction
The fifth independent sample t-test was conducted to determine if there was a significant
difference in the altitude loss during recovery from the inverted scenario based on if the pilot
pulled initially or rolled/pushed initially on the control yolk. The independent samples t- test
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showed that the altitude loss for pilots who pulled (M = 2769.032, SD = 498.768) initially was
significantly higher than if the pilot pushed or rolled (M = 1596.238, SD = 683.519), t(34) =
5.411, p < .001 (see Figure 4).

Figure 4.

Altitude Loss Based on Initial Control Input
3000

Altitude Loss (ft)

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Pulled

Push/Rolled
Initial Control Input

Figure 4. Showing the mean altitude loss during recovery based on the initial control input by
the pilot.

Initial Physical Reaction
A chi square test of independence was conducted to determine if there was a significant
difference in the initial physical reaction of the pilots when recovering from the aircraft upset.
The null hypothesis was there was no dependency between experience and the initial reaction to
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the aircraft upset based on having upset recovery training or not having upset recovery training
when inadvertently placed in upset situations. The chi-square test for independence showed a
significant relationship experience and initial physical reaction at the alpha level of .05, χ2 (1) =
5.900, p = .015 (see Figure 5). The null hypothesis was rejected.

Figure 5.

Figure 4. Showing the count of the initial physical reaction for pilots who had upset recovery
training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.
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Chapter V
Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Discussions
Altitude loss. Altitude loss is a critical factor in recovering from an upset situation
especially if the aircraft is in close proximity to the ground. Upset recovery training on control
inputs should include techniques on how to recover from inverted flight. On the other hand,
pilots with no form of upset recovery training may be unaware of such techniques. This
difference in upset recovery would explain the significant difference in altitude loss between the
upset recovery group and the no upset recovery group. If pilots are trained on how to recover
properly they should recover with a lower loss in altitude conversely. Failure to receive such
training may result in poor recovery techniques leading to a greater loss of altitude.
Reaction time. Reaction time in this study was the time the pilot took to initially
physically react to the aircraft upset. Reaction time in inadvertent upset situations is vital to the
successful recovery because seconds can equate to hundreds of feet loss in altitude. Research
conducted by Ando et al (2002) states that reaction time decreases with practice, this would
explain why there was a significant difference in reaction times between the upset recovery
group and the no upset recovery group.
Vertical g-force. There was no significant difference in the maximum g-load between
the upset recovery group and the no upset recovery group. The reason for this could be due to the
lack of realism in the FTD since it cannot simulate G-Force. In the upset recovery courses,
students receive training on how to use their bodies to determine the approximate G-load on the
airplane when recovering form upset situations. Lacking this characteristic in the simulator could
have contributed to a reduction in realism in terms of recovery procedures.
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Time to recover. Time to recover is the amount of time from when the aircraft rolled
into an inverted attitude to the time when the pilot was able to attain a bank angle of + 5 degrees
of level flight and achieve a positive rate of climb. No matter what technique the pilot used to
recover from the inverted scenario the recovery time for coming to a complete recovery based on
the data was the same. However the quality of the recovery was different in terms of altitude
loss, reaction time and initial control input. Regardless of the pilots’ level of exposure to upset
recovery training, there was no significant difference in the Recovery Times. Any pilot may be
able to recover from inverted scenario in a given amount of time. However, a pilot that is trained
on how to recover will do so properly in the same amount of time. Proper recovery in this
scenario meaning with less stress on the airplane and with minimal loss of altitude.
Altitude loss based on initial reaction. There was a significant difference in the altitude
loss based on the initial reaction of pilots in this experiment. A common error for pilots is to
follow their instinct of pulling during inverted flight situations due to the decrease in altitude and
the increase in airspeed. However, this is the exact opposite of what should be done. In inverted
recoveries the actions that should be taken are to push and roll to the nearest horizon (Crawford,
2009). Regardless, pushing or rolling initially led to a lower loss of altitude. If pilots had
received upset recovery training they would have been taught this principle ignoring their initial
tendency to pull in a descending condition. This is because in upset recovery training pilots
practice there recoveries and are conditioned to ignore their instincts.
Initial Physical Reaction. In upset recovery training student are exposed to techniques
used to recover from upset flight attitudes. In inverted recoveries the actions that should be taken
are to push and roll to the nearest horizon (Crawford, 2009), if a pilot did not receive any form of
upset recovery training they may not be aware of such techniques. Pilots are often taught that if
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the airplane is descending or if you see the ground add back pressure to gain altitude, this then
becomes the norm; however, it is the opposite of what should be done in inverted flight. A loss
of situation awareness resulting for a failure of Level 1 situation awareness may have attributed
to this due to the lack of knowledge related to inverted flight (Endsley, & Jones, 2011). Level 1
situation awareness is referred to as the perception of the elements in the environment. In this
case, pilots without upset recovery training were possibly unable to perceive the elements
correctly due to a lack of knowledge and or experience in terms of upset recovery techniques.
Conclusions
Some findings of this research were conclusive and some findings were inconclusive.
The researcher ran multiple independent sample t- tests to tests if there was a significant
difference in the Initial Reaction Times, the Maximum G-Load, the Altitude Loss, and the Time
to Recover based on having Upset Recovery Training or not having Upset Recovery Training
when inadvertently placed in upset situations. Based on the analysis of the data obtained from the
FTD it can be concluded that there is a significant difference in the Altitude Loss and the Initial
Reaction Times based on having Upset Recovery Training or not having Upset Recovery
Training when inadvertently placed in upset situations. Differences in Maximum G-Load and
Recovery Time based on having Upset Recovery Training or not having Upset Recovery
Training when inadvertently placed in upset situations were not significant . Lastly, it can be
concluded that pulling in an attempt to recover from an aircraft upset will cause the greatest loss
in altitude. Having upset recovery training has a positive significant effect on how pilots react
and recover from aircraft upset situations in terms of altitude loss and reaction time.
Having upset recovery training gives pilots the fundamental knowledge they may need to
recover from aircraft upsets. The initial reactions made in inadvertent upset situations are
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dependent on if the pilot has received upset recovery training or not, i.e. pilots that have upset
recovery training learn the correct actions to take when rolled inverted inadvertently whereas
pilot without upset recovery training may react incorrectly.

Recommendations
Based on the result obtained the researcher recommends further researcher to be
conducted on upset recovery training with the use of an actual airplane to obtain results and
reactions from the pilots that may be more realistic. Based on the findings of this study the
researcher recommends that the FAA incorporates some form of upset recovery training into
pilot certifications at all levels.
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Appendix B
Data Collection Device
B1. Picture of the F-172 FTD

Adapted from http://daytonabeach.erau.edu/about/fleetsimulators/frasca-c172/index.html

B2. Experiment pre-brief
The following statement was read to the participants prior to starting the experiment.
“Thank you for agreement to participate in this study. Once you enter the FTD you will be on an
IFR flight plan in contact with Daytona Beach approach on 125.800 at 6000 feet direct to the
Melbourne International Airport. Once you are seated in the cockpit go ahead and program the
G1000 direct to KMLB and let me know when your are situated and ready for the simulation to
be un-paused. Do you have any questions?”
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Appendix C
Tables
C1 Experimental Design
Scenario

Experience Level
Upset Recovery
No Upset Recovery
1
Participant ID#3 (d,e,f,g,h) Participant ID#2 (d,e,f,g,h)
Note. d = altitude loss, e = g-load, f = reaction time, g= initial reaction, h= time to recover

C2

Descriptive Statistics for pilots who had upset recovery training and pilots who did not

have upset recovery training.
Variables
Altitude Loss
(Feet)
Maximum G-Load
(G’s)
Reaction Time
(Seconds)
Time to Recover
(Seconds)

Group
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Upset Experience
No Upset Experience

N
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18

Minimum
726
1044
1.57
1.72
0.8
0.7
5.4
9.2
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Maximum
3032.03
3986.04
3.67
3.5
2.2
3.2
24.4
30

Mean
1674.07
2365.41
2.68
2.72
1.41
1.83
12.97
15.52

Standard Deviation
747.99
779.79
0.619
0.47
0.35
0.74
4.83
4.72

Appendix D
Figures
D1

Displaying fatalities by CICTT Aviation Occurrence Categories between the years of

2005-2014.

Adapted from Boeing Commercial Airplanes Group (2014). Statistical summary of commercial
jet airplane accidents: Worldwide operations 1959 – 2014. Seattle WA: Airplane Safety.
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D2

Showing the mean altitude loss during recovery from the aircraft upset for pilots whom

had upset recovery training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.

Altitude Loss Based on Experience
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D3

Upset Experience
No Upset Experience
Experience Level

Showing the mean initial physical reaction times for pilots who had upset recovery

training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.

Reaction Time (seconds)

Reaction Time Based on Experience
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Upset Expereince
No Upset Expereince
Experience Level
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D4
Showing the mean altitude loss during recovery based on the initial control input by the
pilot.
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D5

Showing the count of the initial physical reaction for pilots who had upset recovery

training and pilots who did not have upset recovery training.
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